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VALUE IRANfiFER §Y§TEM

The invention relates to a value transfer

5 system for cashless transactions. Several kinds of

cashless financial transaction services are available.

These include credit cards and debit cards which

customers may use with a wide range of retailers.

Each transaction is accompanied by the provision of

10 customer account details required for the actual

transfer of funds between the specific customers and

the specific retailers.

Another form of cashless card system is the pre-

payment card system, where a card is purchased prior

15 to a series of transactions and a value record

recorded on it is appropriately decremented on each

transaction. A 'phone card is an example of a pre-
payment card.

Such prior systems are inflexible and are no

20 general substitute for cash in low value high volume

transactions. Various proposals have been put forward

to allow the interchange of money values between

"electronic purses". For example, United States

Patent No 4839504 (Casio Computer Co Ltd) discloses a

25 system where a user is able to load money value on tc

an integrated circuit (IC) card, etherWise known as a

smart card, by communication with his bank. At the

bank the same value is applied to a separate l

account set up for the user. Purchases are able to be

30 made by transfer of money values from the IC card t:

retailer equipment off-line from the bank. Each

transaction requires transmiSSion to the retailer and

retention by him of details which include the

purchaser's identity. Ultimately, in claiming funds

35 from the bank the retailer presents a list cf
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transaction details and' there is account

reconciliation to allow the IC account of the

appropriate purchaser to be adjusted.

Procedures which, as above, require ultimate

5 account reconciliation for every transaction are

attended by two disadvantages. The first is

practical. The storing, transmitting and reconciling

of purchaser details for every transaction places an

impossible burden on equipment if all cash type

10 transactions are contemplated. Processing all such

transactions efficiently in an acceptable time is not

possible, even with the most modern equipment. The

second objection is social. The anonymity of cash

would be lost and potential would exist for details of

15 personal spending habits to be derived.

The second of the above objections has been

addressed by Chaum in "Controlling your Information

with a Card Computer" ("Concepts Applications

Activities" published by TeleTrust March 1989). Chaum

20 proposes a system of "blind signatures" of money value

items effected by an authorising entity such as a

bank. This is a way of preventing ready

identification of purchasers. However, a problem

remains in that double payment by a purchaser must be

25 detectable and Chaum meets this difficulty by

including, in the data transferred in an off-line

transaction, encrypted information concerning the

purchaser. This information is relayed to the bank

when the retailer claims credit and is used a: the

30 bank to detect double use of the same ”electronic

cash". Also, each Signed item is recorded at the bank

to make possible ultimate reconciliation of claims

against these items, albeit Without customer

identification. The problems of storage, transmiSSion

35 and processing of individual transaction information
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remain. Additionally, Chaum introduces another

difficulty. His system requires that each item of

signed “electronic cash" should be treated as a unit

and is incapable of division. Again this means that

the system is inappropriate for small value high
volume transactions.

The present invention seeks to provide a

practical solution to the problem of providing a

framework suitable for cashless small value high

volume transactions.

According to the invention there is provided a

value transfer system having a computer; a plurality

of electronic purses; exchange devices whereby purses

may communicate with each other to transfer value in

transactions which are off~line from the computer;

draw-down means for loading purses with value under

control of the computer; redemption means for

redeeming value from purses under control of the

computer; a value meter; one or more of said purses

being bulk purses which are capable of having value

loaded and redeemed via the value meter, the value

meter recording one or more float value re-ords

whereby the net value released to the bulk purse or

purses may be derived, the net value being the

difference between the total of values drawn down to

the bulk purse or purses and the total of values

redeemed from the bulk purse or purses, the float

value record being non—specific with regard tc

individual draw—downs and redemptions.

The value meter may have an interface whereby the

float value record may be adjusted on command 5: as 2:

create or destroy value within the bulk purse or

purses.

Preferably there 18 prov1ded, in each purse,

storage means which stores a purse value record which
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